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Education is the
Foundation for
Recycling
Behavior Change
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Recycle Often. Recycle Right.®
Nation-wide education program to change recycling behavior
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•

Launched in 2014

•

Based on:
• Consumer Qualitative Research
• National Surveys - Quantitative
• Customer Interviews
• Industry Research
• Community-Based Social Marketing
Programs

What is Community-Based Social Marketing?
(CBSM)

CBSM takes behavioral science principles and
applies them to marketing, in a process that involves

behavior selection, identifying barriers and benefits,
innovative tools of change, pilot testing, and

evaluation.

”
Doug McKenzie-Mohr, Ph.D.
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Behavior Change Strategies for Recycling
Convenience. The simpler and more convenient an action, the more likely it
is that a resident will follow through. Clarity helps too!
Targeted. Instructions and materials tailored by audience to focus on the right
actions.
Positive. Encourage the positive behaviors you want, and don’t normalize bad
actions.

Feedback. Provide direct feedback, as well as communication & prompts where
the behavior takes place.
Direct Distribution. Increases likelihood materials are read & utilized.
Personal interactions most likely to change behavior.
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KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS to HELP THEM CHANGE THEIR BEHAVIOR
SHOW ME
This customer group understands how to recycle; will look for recycling
information when they have questions. Aware of changes in recycling industry;
only need broad recycling education with gentle reminders – invoice inserts, bin
decals, social media, web posts, email reminders, e-newsletters.

HELP ME
Customers want to do the right thing and recycle,
overwhelmed and confused with different material
streams and evolving recycling rules. Meet your
wish-cyclers! Consistent, frequent, recycling education
reminders in all communication channels, along with
prompts when recycling behavior needs to change
are the best way to reach the ‘Help Me’ consumers contamination tags on contaminated carts, recycling
education emails and reminders how to recycle right,
robust, consistent social media campaigns, & personal outreach.

MAKE ME
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Customers in the ‘Make Me’ Group need enforcement levers to change
their behavior – recycling cart not collected, fines, cart removed.

Reducing Contamination in Elgin, IL
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•

~110,000 residents – weekly trash, yard waste & recycling service

•

42% baseline recycling contamination rate

•

Full collaboration with City to develop cross-functional strategy

•

Initially targeted 3 most contaminated routes

•

Simple, consistent education:
• Letters mailed to residents – English & Spanish
• Elgin website – RORR materials
• Elgin Social Media campaign – Waste Wednesdays
• Facebook Ads
• Video and news articles
• Elgin 311 Center educating residents
• City events
• Cart decals identifying acceptable/non-acceptable materials
for repeat offenders

•

Cart tagging at the curb (positive & constructive)

•

Driver interaction with residents

•

Recent audit showed a city-wide recycling contamination rate of
under 20%!

Recycle Right or Lose the Right in Lodi, CA
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•

Multi-pronged approach to:
• Educate residents about recycling
• Inform customers that repeated occurrences of
contamination would be subject to a charge (to
process the materials as trash)
• Eventual removal of the cart, if warranted

•

Recycle Auditors from the Conservation Corps visited
300-500 homes per day:
• Visually inspected carts
• Took pictures
• Tagged carts with significant contamination

•

Pushback from the Council and residents on “Losing
the Right’ to recycle

•

Incentives & Thank You tags for recycling right

•

WM did not have to remove a single cart or charge
for multiple instances of contamination, and in fact,
many residents voluntarily upsized their carts to avoid
contamination charges

•

Contamination levels were reduced 26% city-wide.

Our Focus On Education Is Making A Difference!
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•
•
•
•

Quality plays a critical role in moving recyclables and keeping costs down
The better the inbound quality, the lower the processing costs
With customer recycling education, we see a trend towards higher quality materials
Effective education requires a concerted effort at the local level – all stakeholders

Continue to Target, Improve & Expand Education - RORR.com
www.RecycleOftenRecycleRight.com
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QUESTIONS?
Thank you!

